BACKWASH OF A DBEAM
of charm, but with all context and sense drained away.   Memory
is not a batman but a Gremlin.
"Delegated authority is like water in a shallow saucer"—This
analect might have been gleaned from that lovable old sage
Confucius, but was actually rescued by myself from the strong
backwash of a dream.
Here is a further page of my old rough notes, their occasion
and meaning both totally forgotten. They are headed "Notes
for lecture"; objective research testifies that they cannot date back
further than nine years:
Irrelevant—finest doodles—ambitions for career.,
Laying a foundation stone—In a sense, this is. Should be no
frontiers and passports in art. Time that you'll get on in England
jingle were disapproved. This is a good time to disprove it.
Mention design showing love-birds and elephants. Not,
perhaps, the swagger in French or Italian but (praise). Rebecca's
dress.
Safer not to go into technicalities. Sheila and Isle of Wight
disease.
Design looking good on you depends a lot on Bintem the
Bathroom (enlarge).
Lots more and finish: But perhaps I was only meant to speak
a few words; perhaps I was merely meant to say: "I declare this
ex open".
"Bintem the Bathroom" ought surely to sound a chord some-
where. Yet I have no more idea than yourself who was this
Bintem on whom "design looking good" depended (enlarge).
The confusion must have -been due to typist's errata; I cannot
have drowned old Bintem the Persian in such a deep amnesian
well.
Ransacking more note-books, I have retrieved this example of
impromptu eloquence, headed simply "Speech":
" Thank them for asking me to be a guest at there (sic) party.
More popular at parties, perhaps than when a child (describe)—
story of my life—all or nothing—or love of New York » (Reading
a pernicious habit! Buda-Pest.) Having said so much about
place you live, describe place I live (Albany)/ End on fallacy about
spontaneous waterfall eloquence, and story about Einstein."
1 suppose the underlined represented key-words, though it
makes it look like an extract of a letter from the late Quern Victoria;
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